
Make it smart 
With Linus® Smart Lock



Yale is trusted by millions 
of people every day to 
keep what’s important  
to them safe.
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Our innovations have protected their 
homes, families and belongings for 
over 180 years. We have expanded 
from being a leader in mechanical lock 
engineering to innovating connected 
smart locks and homes. Because we 
always make every effort to push the 
boundaries in a changing world.

We were there for your grandparents 
(and probably theirs) and we’ll be  
there for your children.
 
Today, and every day to come.
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Protection for 
the home, peace 
for the mind

For your home. For the things you love. 
For you. 

Yale offers you trusted everyday convenience  
and security for your entire home, through  
smart security products and easy to use  
Yale Access app.

We’re here to help you protect the things  
that matter most.
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Make your door smarter with 
a keyless door lock designed 
to secure and simplify your life.  
Sleek design combined with  
state-of-the-art technology.  

The Linus® Smart Lock is a secure door lock that 
allows you to lock and unlock your door – no matter 
where you are. Access keyless entry, see who’s 
coming and when, grant guests virtual keys and 
check whether the door is open or closed. Enjoy 
peace of mind, protected by the latest Yale Smart 
Lock with 180 years of security expertise built in. 
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Linus® Smart Lock
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Sleek design combined with  
state-of-the-art technology. 2020

smart product 



Full control from 
the palm of your 
hand

Turn your smartphone or Apple Watch into 
your key. The intuitive Yale Access app for 
your Android or iOS device lets you manage 
the access of your home remotely.* You can 
share access with the people you trust, view 
activity, and receive notifications.

*  Yale Connect Wi-Fi Bridge is required for functionalities such  
as locking/unlocking your door remotely, instant alerts to your 
phone and for integrations like voice assistants.
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Installing is  
a breeze

The Linus® Smart Lock is easy  
to install over the existing cylinder  
on the inside of your front door,  
so you can keep and use your  
original keys. Your front door will  
look just the same as before from  
the outside – without revealing 
any smart features.
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Auto-lock and 
unlock as you  
come and go

For peace of mind, the auto-lock feature 
can automatically lock your door when  
you leave for the day, either immediately 
after closing or after a set amount of time 
via the Yale Access app. When you return 
home and walk up to your door, Auto-
unlock will then unlock it again thanks to 
geo-fencing, so you don’t need to fumble 
around with keys.
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Grant entry from 
wherever you 
are with the Yale 
Access app

Remote access means you can let 
in family, friends and trusted visitors 
like the cleaner or the delivery driver 
– from anywhere – when Linus® 
is paired with Yale Connect Wi-Fi 
Bridge. If someone forgets to lock 
when they leave, you can take care  
of it with the tap of a finger.
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Safe and secure

Your security is our business. Yale 
Access account is protected by 2-factor 
authentication meaning that on top of  
your password, you will be required to 
verify your identity with either an email 
or phone number.

Our Linus® Smart Lock uses Bluetooth Low Energy  
(BLE) technology encryption. On top of the security  
offered by Bluetooth, we use AES 128 and TLS  
encryption, commonly referred to as bank level  
security. If you lose your phone, you can disable  
your Yale Access app and all virtual keys at any time.
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Linus® Smart Lock  
Specifications 

App control

Manage access to your home 
 from anywhere with the Yale 

Access app

Easy installation 

Fits a wide range 
 of doors

Auto locking

Auto-lock and unlock  
when you’re nearby
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• Remote functionalities  

(Yale Connect Wi-Fi Bridge 

required) 

• Guest management 

• Activity monitoring & 

notifications 

• DoorSense™ technology:  

know when your door is 

closed or left ajar

• Two colours to match your 

home: Silver and Black 

Lock compatibility 
Fits a wide range of doors - Is your lock compatible? Please visit the 
Compatibility Checker page on our website for recommendations  
on the cylinder options that are available in your country. 

Requirements Free Yale Access app for iOS or Android smartphone.

Communication frequency 
between Linus® and accessories 

Bluetooth version: 4.2 - 2.4GHz 

Technology between the Linus® 
Lock and smartphone 

Bluetooth directly or via Bluetooth and Wi-Fi if a Yale Connect Wi-Fi 
Bridge is paired. 

Two-factor security 
Your Yale Access account is protected with 2-factor authentication, 
which means that on top of your password, the system will check  
your identity based on either an email or phone number. 

Encryption 
The Linus® Smart Lock uses Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology 
encryption, as well as AES 128 bit and TLS encryptions, commonly 
referred to as bank level security. 

Product dimensions 58mm in width, 58mm in depth and 150mm in length. 

Product weight 623g including batteries

Battery types 
4xAA (Alkaline recommended) for the Smart Lock. 
Batteries included in the kit. 

How it works:

Download our free Yale Access app on iOS and Android. Our Linus® Smart Lock  
works with our Yale Access range – check our website for more info. 
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Yale Smart Keypad

Perfect for kids, guests, or your house cleaner to access  
your home without a traditional key or smartphone.

Easy to use for 
everyone

Perfect for guests, your dog walker, 
house cleaner, handyman,  

or tradesmen to access your home.

Know who comes 
and when

Keep track of who entered your 
home with unique entry 

codes for each guest.

Enjoy peace 
of mind

Rest assured that you can still 
unlock your door, even if you run 
out of battery on your phone or if 

you lose your smartphone or keys.

Yale Connect Wi-Fi Bridge 

For functionalities such as locking/unlocking your  
door remotely, instant alerts to your phone and for 

integrations like voice assistants.

Enable integrations such  
as voice assistant 

Use your Voice Assistant devices 
to unlock your door (using a PIN *), 

lock it securely and check  
the status of your Smart Lock  

at any time.

Open the door when 
you’re not home

From your smartphone, instantly 
unlock the door remotely for 

visitors and lock it behind them,  
no matter where you are.

Monitor access  
from anywhere

Always know who is coming and 
when, and if your door is locked or 
unlocked. Check your lock’s status 

any time, from anywhere.



App control

Lock and unlock your door from your  
app, anywhere in the world.

DoorSense™ technology

The lock will check the status of the  
door and tells you if your door is securely 

closed and locked. 
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The Yale Access app 
functionalities 

Activity monitoring

See who comes and when with the Activity 
Feed. Check who unlocked the door and if or 

when it was actually opened. Set-up alerts 
to notify when specific people arrive home.

Guest access

Grant unlimited virtual keys valid for a few 
weeks, a few hours, or a few minutes. Never 

worry about lost or stolen keys again.
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Smart together

Connect your Linus® Smart Lock with leading 
smart home systems, voice assistants and 
holiday rental  platforms for effortless lock 
control and access management. 
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Everyday life 
made easier

Together with our trusted partners, 
Linus® have the potential to open up  
a range of unique possibilities including 
in-home delivery, short term rental,  
and services like cleaning or babysitting 
– all of which will simplify our already  
time pressured lives.
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Works with other products  
from Yale Access Range 

Smart Locks  
+ Yale Access Module

Sync & SR alarms*Smart Safe Smart Cabinet Lock

*  Cloud to cloud integration - Requires the Yale Connect Wi-Fi Bridge, and SR or Sync 
Alarm to either a Yale Smart Lock (and module) or the new Linus® Smart Lock.  
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www.yalehome.com

Apple, the Apple logo and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S.and other countries
and regions. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
Google and Google Play are trademarks of Google LLC.
Google Assistant is not available in certain languages and countries.
For information on Amazon Alexa skills and country compatibility please refer to Amazon’s website.
To control this HomeKit-enabled accessory, the latest version of iOS or iPadOS is recommended. Part of ASSA ABLOY

Trusted every day


